"Virtual fragment linking": an approach to identify potent binders from low affinity fragment hits.
In this work we explore the possibilities of using fragment-based screening data to prioritize compounds from a full HTS library, a method we call virtual fragment linking (VFL). The ability of VFL to identify compounds of nanomolar potency based on micromolar fragment binding data was tested on 75 target classes from the WOMBAT database and succeeded in 57 cases. Further, the method was demonstrated for seven drug targets from in-house screening programs that performed both FBS of 8800 fragments and screens of the full library. VFL captured between 28% and 67% of the hits (IC 50 < 10microM) in the top 5% of the ranked library for four of the targets (enrichment between 5-fold and 13-fold). Our findings lead us to conclude that proper coverage of chemical space by the fragment library is crucial for the VFL methodology to be successful in prioritizing HTS libraries from fragment-based screening data.